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portation, and I believed that it was no longer necessary to risk the
lives of many men who by their sheer physical endeavour would
fight their way slowly through storms, starvation, blizzards, and
snow blindness, struggling for many weeks against tremendous
odds across what might prove to be a monotonous stretch of
sastrugi-featured snow: or, if mountains were found to exist be-
tween the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea, find themselves in a maze
of overhanging glaciers, steep-sided valleys, and faced with un-
scalable cliffs such as could be seen in Graham Land.
I myself would have preferred to have been with the vanguard
of polar explorers, and am happy in the knowledge that neither
the North Pole nor the South Pole was first humbled by conquest
by aeroplanes. Nevertheless, it would not do for us to lag behind
the times. Change is the law of the world itself.
"The hills are shadows, and they flow
From form to form, and nothing stands,"
says Tennyson. And so our method of approaching the mystery
and romance of Nature's last stronghold against man's invasion
had to change.
My own experience with aeroplanes in high latitudes had given
me some knowledge of the possibilities of aircraft in polar condi-
tions. I knew that low temperatures would not be a great obstacle
to flight. I had experienced the fact of landing far from my base
and setting out again for a safe return. I knew that aircraft engines
in 1932 were reliable for many hours' service without overhaul, and
I had studied carefully the Antarctic conditions as far as they might
affect the use of the aeroplane.
In spite of the general impression created by the books on Ant-
arctic travel, which are filled with descriptions of bad sledging trails,
hazy outlines, sudden blizzards and hard-lipped sastrugi, I found
that even the written accounts of previous expeditions really en-
couraged the belief that machines might be landed safely on most
of the surfaces encountered in the past. A thorough search through
the diaries of Scott, Shackleton, Mawson, and Amundsen revealed
that the surfaces they found on their sledge journeys, both on the
Ross Barrier and on the polar plateau, would afford reasonably good

